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MNO consolidation in Austria, Germany and EU’s single telecom
market mess
Summary
In this flash report we follow up on our latest EU27 mobile data cost competitiveness report May 20131 by reflecting on
three recent major market developments;
Consolidation in Austria: On August 19th 2013, seven months after the approval of Orange Austria’s acquisition,
Hutchison 3G Austria launched new smartphone tariffs which are substantially more expensive than the premerger prices. We quantify and benchmark the post-merger smartphone tariff price hike: on average 60%.
Planned consolidation in Germany: We discuss the implications of the proposed takeover of E-Plus by
Telefonica O2 and propose a set of antitrust remedies (i.e. O2 should hand back its 800MHz spectrum) to
safeguard competition, incentivise efficient use of spectrum, prevent price hikes and drive mobile broadband
penetration growth in Germany.
EU single telecom market regulation: We reiterate our May 2013 recommendation for introducing an EU single
market tariff with the aim of improving tariff transparency, price convergence across EU28 and abolishing
roaming
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Consolidation in Austria
Hutchison 3G Austria has completed the acquisition of Orange Austria on the 3rd of January 2013, following a conditional
approval granted by the European Commission on the 12th of December 2012. Hutchison 3G Austria offered significant
remedies to the European Commission (spectrum divestments, MVNO access obligation and national roaming for a potential
fourth entrant) for securing merger clearance. The European Commission wrote on the 12 th of December that “In the end, our
analysis, supported by thorough economic assessment, showed that the merger would have led to substantial price increases for
Austrian consumers”2.
Triggered by the recent launch, 19th August 2013, of new tariffs by Hutchison 3G Austria we updated our smartphone tariff
database and present the findings below.
Exhibit 1: Post-consolidation price hike in Austrian mobile market
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In Exhibit 1 above we present Hutchison 3G Austria’s pre and post-consolidation smartphone tariff prices across the six
baskets defined in our previous report. The columns on the right hand side depict the average prices across the six baskets.
The post-consolidation prices (in grey) are based on the new tariffs launched on the 19th of August 2013 and the preconsolidation prices (in orange) are based on the tariffs which were available during the fourth quarter of 2012 until the 18th
of August 2013.
So has Hutchison 3G Austria raised prices?
On average prices went up by 60%. The price of the most relevant basket, the 2GB-basket, has almost doubled. According to
our experience in 2013 the 2GB-basket is the most relevant basket for the mass consumer market because it is comfortably
accommodating normal data and speech usage.
The price hikes appear to be an attempt by Hutchison 3G Austria to shift the mass market from the previously €10 monthly
spend level to the €15-20 range. Previously Hutchison 3G Austria offered five SIM-only packages (1GB, 2GB, 4GB, 6GB and
12GB for €7, €10, €15, €20 and €23 respectively) while now it offers only two SIM-only packages (1GB and 3GB for €7.5 and
€15 respectively). That is, any new customer that is seeking a package with more than 1GB (the overwhelming majority of
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post-paid customers) will now need to spend €15-€20 compared to €10-€15 that it was required to spend with the old
tariffs.
Early post-consolidation reactions of competition
Note that during the first half of 2013 Telekom’s Austria’s mobile arm A1 launched a new portfolio of unlimited minutes &
SMS smartphone tariffs. The tariffs are tiered based on the amount of data volume and maximum speeds on offer. The
pricing points of the new portfolio did not introduce any significant changes in the overall price level. The new smartphone
tariffs of A1 have been captured in our May 2013 report. During the summer of 2013 T-Mobile Austria has also made some
minor changes in their tariff portfolio (particularly in the post-paid data add-ons) yielding a 13% average price hike across
the six smartphone tariff baskets we defined and benchmarked in our EU27 mobile data cost competitiveness report May
2013.
The price hikes from Hutchison 3G Austria and T-Mobile Austria, have so far yielded an increase of 43% and 15%
respectively in the lowest available and average price across the six smartphone baskets. It remains to be seen if T-Mobile
Austria which now, after Hutchision 3G Austria’s latest move, has the lowest prices in the market will stay put or trigger
another price hike round.
Post-consolidation Hutchison 3G Austria prices in EU perspective
In order to put the recent Austrian smartphone tariff price hikes into a European perspective we benchmarked the
Hutchison 3G Austria price of a 2GB-basket against selected member state average 2GB-basket prices. The benchmark is
presented in Exhibit 2 below.
Exhibit 2: Even after the price hike Hutchison 3G Austria smartphone tariff prices are very competitive
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As it can be seen from Exhibit 2 Hutchison 3G Austria’s new smartphone tariff pricing remains highly competitive even after
the recent price hike.
In our view the post-consolidation smartphone tariff price correction in the Austrian mobile market from the ultra
competitive level of €10 to the healthier €15-€20 range (for normal usage) is a positive development both for the
incumbent mobile operators and more importantly for the prospective new entrants.
Nevertheless, Hutchison 3G Austria’s new smartphone tariff portfolio proves that the antitrust officials of the European
Commission were right on their assessment that the merger could lead to substantial price increases for the Austrian
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consumers. However, the remedies (e.g. MVNO wholesale access obligation) for approving the merger has so far failed to live
up to the expectations to prevent such price hikes.
We believe that the Commission should look carefully into this matter when examining future cases where
consolidation will reduce the number of mobile network operators from four to three, notably Germany and
Ireland.
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Planned consolidation in Germany
On 23rd July 2013 Telefonica agreed to buy the E-Plus German wireless unit of KPN in a cash-and-stock deal valuing the unit
at 8.1 billion Euros to become the country’s biggest mobile-phone operator by customers3. On the 24th July 2013 Andreas
Mundt the President of the German Cartel Office (Bundeskartellamt) said that “The planned takeover of German mobile
operator E-Plus by Spanish Telefonica subsidiary O2 was definitely a case to be dealt with by German anti-trust regulators
rather than by Brussels”4 and “he was concerned about the merger as it would create a new German market leader and reduce
competition to just three major mobile phone operators. It's obvious that such a tie-up will have substantial repercussion in
Germany which will require an in-depth look at all of its nuances”. Beside the German Cartel Office, the German Federal
Network Agency (Bundesnetzagentur) must also approve the acquisition. In a letter wrote to the E-Plus CEO Thorsten Dirks
on the 25th of July the Vice President of the Federal Network Agency, Mrs. Henseler-Unger wrote “As a rule, the Federal
Network Agency must guard the competitive independence of owners of frequency rights in an area of scarce resources,...
Ultimately, the Federal Network Agency can enforce this by withdrawing the frequency assignment.”5
The current four mobile network operators in the German market are all controlled by fixed and mobile European
incumbent champions (Deutsche Telekom, Vodafone, Telefonica and KPN). Even though Germany has four mobile network
operators competition is very weak mainly due to the absence of an independent challenger mobile-only MNO as it was
shown in Rewheel’s EU27 mobile data cost competitiveness May 2013 report. As a consequence of the weak competition in
the mobile space the mobile broadband penetration of all active users in Germany is substantially lagging behind the EU
average and it is less than half than that of the UK or Finland (41% vs. 54% vs. 84% vs. 107%) according to the latest EU
Commission digital scoreboard data6. But more importantly the current four mobile operators are severely underutilizing
Germany’s scarce radio spectrum resources. As it can be seen in Exhibit 3 below, the annual cellular mobile data
consumption per capita in Germany is ten times smaller than in Finland and Sweden despite the fact that German MNOs had
access to LTE 800MHz frequencies years ahead.

Exhibit 3: Annual cellular mobile data consumption per capita in Germany is ten times smaller than in Finland
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In Exhibit 4 below we benchmarked the latest German smartphone tariff prices and GB allowances against the Finnish and
the Hutchsion 3G Austria’s post-consolidation prices (new tariffs launched on August 19th 2013).

Exhibit 4: Finns and Austrians enjoy practically unlimited voice and data communication with €20. In Germany €20
will only buy an entry level smartphone package of 300MB
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In our EU27 mobile data cost competitiveness May 2013 report we had shown that Germany had the highest average price
(€59.71) across EU27 for the most important 2GB smartphone tariff basket (2GB, 200 off-net minutes and 20SMSs). Our May
2013 report came out days before T-Mobile Germany launched a new portfolio of tariffs with lower prices. We have now
updated our smartphone tariff database and included the latest offers from all four German MNOs. As we have shown earlier
in Exhibit 2 the latest average price for the 2GB-basket in Gemrany is €49.12 which is more than three times higher than the
Finnish average price of the 2GB-basket.
While Finns and Austrians enjoy practically unlimited voice and data communication with €20, in Germany €20 will
only buy an entry level smartphone package of 300MB.
Is the merger of O2 and E-Plus about extracting cost synergies or rather about the protection of mobile price levels
and the incumbents’ vested interested in maintaining the oligo- or monopolistic positions traditionally enjoyed in
their fixed infra centric businesses?
Telefonica said the combination of O2 Germany with E-Plus would generate savings of 5 billion euros to 5.5 billion euros
through combined distribution, customer service and network services, after deducting unspecified “integration costs.”
While Telefonica was quick to disclose the merger cost savings to the market they said very little regarding their outlook for
the post-merger price levels. Price (income) is equally or even more important to profitability than costs. The latest round of
price cuts in the German smartphone postpaid market, according to Rewheel’s database, reduced the average price of the
2GB-basket from €59.71 to €49.12. Obviously the 24 month long customer contracts will restrict the speed at which the
customer base can migrate to the lower tariffs so the 18% price drop will take its time to eat into the market revenues.
However, if the price pressure on the lucrative smartphone data postpaid market that was triggered in 2013 by E-Plus’s
determination to exit the German market was to maintain or even intensify (the EU average of the 2GB-basket is €33.09 so
there is still plenty of room to further lowering the prices) the four German mobile operators could be faced with a medium
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term annual revenue leakage of billions of Euros. These revenue-side considerations strongly suggest that the very generous
premium (over 9.0xEBITDA)7 offered by Telefonica for E-Plus does not appear to be based on cost savings alone.
If the German and the European antitrust authorities approved the takeover of E-Plus by Telefonica and at the same time
approved the takeover of Kabel Deutschland by Vodafone then the German market would end up with three converged fixed
and mobile operators with no incentive to compete in the mobile broadband market (smartphone data connections and data
only MBB connections) and cannibalize the valuation of their fixed broadband assets. If all three players could keep mobile
data allowances low and tariffs at the current very high levels they could delay the fixed to mobile broadband substitution
(evident in the Nordics) and lock the consumers in their fixed broadband “leg” at home. Unsurprisingly, investors tend to
favour incumbents with both fixed and mobile assets over mobile-only operators because the former in many (most)
geographical areas enjoy a network infra monopoly or at best an oligopoly (i.e. only a single copper, coaxial or fibre line is
rolled out per household). In contrast, mobile only operators are riskier assets where investors have to actually face two or
often three friendly and from time to time independent infrastructure competitors.
To further support our assertion for the strong preference of European incumbents on creating markets where there are no
mobile-only operators in order to protect fixed broadband assets we point to the recent strategic asset portfolio review
initiated by Deutsche Telekom. The Wall Street Journal reported on the 30 th of August “In any case, a cornerstone of the
review is the question whether Deutsche Telekom should exit Eastern European markets in which it has mobile-only activities or
buy fixed-line and broadband assets to strengthen its position, the people say.” 8

Clearly, from the investors’ point of view it makes perfect sense to set a “convergent” corporate strategy going
forward, and lobby, both on member state and EU Commission level, for policies that favour convergent players
against pure-mobile-only challengers. Not because of cost efficiency reasons, meaning lowering the cost of offloading
cellular data to fixed networks (recall that the mobile networks and radio spectrum in many EU markets, including
Germany, are nearly empty compared to Nordic networks, Exhibit 3) but simply because this appears to be the only
way to cement the monopolistic/oligopolistic positions telecom investors are historically used to. In fact, in
Rewheel’s opinion the seismic technological shift witnessed in the space of mobile broadband infrastructure (LTE,
LTE-advanced, small cells, All-IP, high capacity microwave backhaul and rapidly falling mobile network equipment
prices) does indeed pose a major, if not existential threat to the valuation of the fixed broadband businesses.
So should the merger be blocked?
In our view antitrust authorities must block outright any in-market consolidation whereby the number of mobile
network operators is reduced after the merger and the operators in question fail to demonstrate that the financial
benefits from the merger are primarily derived from cost, sales or product synergies and not from price level
protection. In other words antitrust officials must test the merged operator’s appetite to complete the merger even
under the assumption that a new mobile network operator entrant will maintain or even intensify the price
pressure in the short and medium term.
So what should be the conditions for approving E-Plus’s takeover by O2 in Germany if the antitrust authorities were
not to block outright the transaction?
Below we outline a number of remedies that in our opinion the antitrust remedies should strongly consider:
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Make space for a new entrant MNO: O2 and E-Plus should agree to hand back low and high frequency LTE
suitable spectrum that could facilitate the immediate (early 2014) market entry of a new fourth credible
challenger mobile operator. A viable fourth entrant must be equipped to build timely a nationwide high capacity
LTE broadband network and serve the mass German consumer market. For that it will need as a minimum
2x10MHz of 800MHz and 2x20MHz of 1800MHz spectrum. O2 and E-Plus shall hand back to the Federal Network
Agency their 800MHz holdings, some of their 1800MHz holdings and possibly some of their 2100MHz holdings
and the package should be auctioned as soon as possible to new entrants. Reserved prices should be set to levels
adequate for new entrants (e.g. Netherlands) but also tight coverage obligations and licence transfer conditions
should be set.
Support the business case of the new entrant: O2 and E-Plus should agree to temporarily open all (where EMF
limits allow) of their sites for collocation and provide mandatory temporary national 2G, 3G and 4G roaming to the
new entrant at competitive wholesale rates of €1-€5 per GB (0.1 cent to 0.5cent per MB) as shown in our EU27
mobile data cost competitiveness May 2013 report9.
Stay mobile-only after the merger: O2 and E-Plus should agree to divest their fixed broadband business and
restrain for a period of 5 years from making acquisitions of fixed broadband assets (with the exception of backhaul
and backbone infrastructure).
Provide reassurances that there will be no post-merger price hikes: O2 and E-Plus should commit not to raise
the prices of their smartphone or data only tariffs directly (by increasing the charges on existing contracts) or
indirectly (by launching a new portfolio of tariffs where the allowances are different but which result in a
significant price hike for the majority of normal users).
While in principle we support the remedy of MVNO wholesale access obligation at competitive wholesale rates10 we believe
that in the end the only effective measure for safeguarding competition, preventing price hikes and avoiding tacit collusion is
sufficient competition at the mobile network infrastructure level. The overwhelming majority of MVNOs in Europe today are
neither truly independent nor commercially free to compete head-on with their host networks in the business critical
smartphone data market.
A side note on the planned consolidation in Ireland: Three Ireland to acquire O2 from Telefonica
In our view the review of the planned consolidation in the Irish market by Irish and European competition and regulatory
authorities must also cover the areas we raised above for Germany even though there are some differences between the two
mergers. In Ireland 3 Hutchison an independent challenger mobile-only no.4 MNO is taking over the no.2 mobile operator O2
owned by Telefonica. We are concerned for a post-consolidation price increase from 3 similar with the one we witnessed in
Austria. Now while we viewed the price correction in the Austrian market as a positive development given the ultracompetitive pre-consolidation price levels the same will not be true for Ireland. Ireland is the ninth most expensive member
state with smartphone tariff prices significantly higher than the average EU27 price. If prices remain at the current levels or
raise further mobile broadband penetration and mobile data consumption growth could slow or even stagnate.
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EU single telecom market initiative
Vice President Kroes announced on the 9th of July 2013 a legislative initiative11 to fast forward her plans to complete a
European single telecoms market. The College of Commissioners is due to adopt a final proposal on the 10th of September
2013 laying down measures to complete the European single market for electronic communications and to achieve a
Connected Continent. On the 11th of July European Digital Rights (EDRi) published12 what appears to be a leaked early draft
of the Commission’s legislative proposal for EU’s single telecom market. On August 13 th the Financial Times reported13 that
the office of Vice President Almunia had expressed unusually frank criticism about Ms. Kroes’ proposals to create a single
European telecoms market, arguing “that while the aim is laudable the plans are too unambitious”. DG COMP (Directorate
General Competition) expressed a number of reservations on DG CONNECT’s (Directorate General Communications,
Networks Content and Technology) draft proposal. It criticized Ms. Kroes’s plan as “suboptimal” and “lacking ambition” for
not suggesting to replace the 28 national regulators with one single European regulatory authority, it expressed concerns
that the draft proposals could damage some competition rules and raised objections on the way that DG CONNECT choose to
abolish roaming by regulating wholesale access levels and allowing roaming alliances among operators.
The European Commission has played down the reports about friction between its commissioners. Commission spokesman
Jonathan Todd told FierceWireless:Europe14 that the document referred to in the report appeared to be an earlier draft,
stemming from DG COMP and "forms part of the normal preparatory process for any policy or legislative initiative being
prepared by the Commission." Todd added that the ideas proposed for a single telecoms market by Neelie Kroes in June had
so far received strong support from the EU commissioners. He noted that Kroes's team was finalising the draft legal
instrument, taking into account the inputs received. "We cannot therefore comment on the substance of the arguments in the
article, which apparently refers to an earlier draft," Todd said.
Ms. Kroes’s leaked draft proposal attempted to address a wide range of industry and regulatory practices that according to
the Commission posed obstacles to the completion of EU single telecom market:


an EU passport for European electronic communications providers;



the further convergence of regulatory conditions as regards remedies imposed by national regulatory authorities on
European electronic communications providers;



the harmonised provision of wholesale products for broadband consisting of wholesale virtual access and assured
service quality connectivity;



the achievement of a European wireless space, through a coordinated European framework for the assignment of
harmonised spectrum for wireless broadband communications services;



the achievement of a European consumer space through harmonisation of rules relative to the rights of end-users and
the promotion of effective competition in retail markets;



the elimination of surcharges for international and roaming traffic not justified by underlying costs
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Below we examine the regulatory measures proposed by DG CONNECT in order to meet the objectives covered by the last
two bullets, namely;
How to promote competition in retail markets, achieve price transparency and promote price convergence across
the EU28 member states;
How to eliminate international and roaming surcharges without resorting to a heavy handed regulatory
intervention (wholesale access regulation) that could devastate the industry and harm competition;
How to promote competition in retail markets, achieve price transparency and promote price convergence across
the EU28 member states
European consumers (i.e. smartphone users) and European regulatory and antitrust officials both are faced with a common
challenge. Consumers are primarily concerned for the monthly spend and quality of mobile service they receive while
authorities need to track the overall market price trends. For consumers the motive for paying less or receiving more is
straight forward. For regulatory and antitrust officials accurately tracking market price movements and service quality serve
as a key indicator of competition intensity and a bellwether for dysfunctional markets. As we shown in Austria the European
Commission antitrust officials were right to be concerned about post-merger price increases. Hutchison 3G Austria did raise
prices, albeit not in a straight forward and easily traceable manner. When MNOs decide to raise prices they do so elegantly
by launching a new portfolio of tariffs with different allowances (and possible new services included) in order to prevent the
average consumer to compare and track the price hikes. MNOs being well aware of the average usage habits of normal users
tend to carefully select the bundles of their tariffs in order to push consumers to packages with higher monthly fees as we
explained earlier.
On the 6th of August, Ms. Kroes’s office published a flash comparison of phone call prices across EU - 774% difference in phone
call prices across the EU15. GSMA was highly critical of Ms. Kroes. “The Commissioner compares the different prices of domestic
mobile phone calls in EU countries to the price of a litre of milk – a point that reveals a fundamental misunderstanding of
market conditions.”16. While we agree with GSMA’s criticism on the dubious back on the envelope methodology used by the
Commission in the particular comparison (dividing total voice revenues with total voice minutes to derive an average retail
cost per minute bluntly ignores tariffs with unlimited minutes, handset subsidies, cheap or unlimited corporate minutes,
allocation of flat tariff fees as voice revenue, etc.) we would like to draw GSMA’s attention to Rewheel’s in-depth basket price
analysis, shown in Exhibit 5 below, which confirms a 600% price difference for the 2GB smartphone basket across the EU27
member states.
Note that the 600% price difference for the 2GB smartphone basket among the EU27 member states does not include netneutrality restrictions imposed by many MNOs which were difficult to quantify and price in. Most incumbent MNOs in
protected markets block or demand additional charges to allow VoIP and/or tethering. For example T-Mobile Germany’s
VoIP option (which is needed if one wants to use e.g. Skype or Viber on its smartphone) is not included in all tariffs where
the monthly fee is below €40. The additional fee for enabling VoIP in such tariffs ranges from €10 to €20.
Without a doubt most MNOs in EU’s 13 protected markets (markets where there are no independent challenger mobile
operators present such as Germany, Greece, Hungary, etc.) and as well some incumbents in progressive markets (markets
that are not protected) resort to complicated, non-transparent and difficult to compare tariff structures to protect market
shares and market price levels. We fully support the Commission’s drive to improve retail transparency and tighten the rules
of lengthy binding contracts. We encourage the Commission to be even bolder and ban outright the practice of binding
consumers to lengthy contracts when they purchase a subsidized handset. Several MNOs in EU today are offering SIM only
rolling contracts and the freedom to purchase a handset in 12, 24 or 36 monthly instalments.

15
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Exhibit 5: Member state domestic average prices versus EU's retail and wholesale roaming caps
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Source: Rewheel EU27 mobile data cost competitiveness report May 2013, EU Commission draft, Rewheel analysis

How to eliminate international and roaming surcharges without resorting to a heavy handed regulatory
intervention (wholesale access regulation) that could devastate the industry and harm competition
In the leaked draft document DG CONNECT proposed to end roaming surcharges by substantially lowering the mandatory
roaming wholesale rate caps. DG CONNECT’s proposal was to cut the wholesale roaming rates from the current 15cents/MB,
10cents/min and 2cents/SMS to 1.5cent/MB, 3cents/min and 1cent/SMS respectively starting at 1st of July 2014.
In Exhibit 5 in addition to the price difference for the 2GB smartphone basket among the EU27 member states we have also
presented the wholesale charge that an MNO would incur if one of its customers were to consume the entire 2G-basket
allowances on a visiting roaming network. The wholesale charge is based on the DG CONNECT’s proposed (as per the leaked
draft legislation) wholesale rate caps of 1.5cent/MB, 3cents/min and 1cent/SMS. We make three key observations;
The proposed wholesale charge of €36.20 would yield a retail charge of around €55 assuming a 25% VAT and a
20% margin. This is more than 200% higher than the average retail price level in twelve EU member states
The Commission has so far failed to end roaming in Europe by regulating retail and wholesale caps. This is no
surprise given the astronomical level of these caps shown in Exhibit 5.
If the Commission’s objective is to end roaming surcharges through wholesale access rate regulation it must set
caps that are not higher than 0.2cent/MB, 1cent/min and 0.4cent/SMS17 to accommodate as well consumers from
the EU’s most competitive member states such as Finland, Austria etc – however, such a regulation would most
likely have lethal side effects for the mobile-only operators (the drivers of competition in the smartphone tariff
space), as explained later.

17

http://ec.europa.eu/competition/mergers/cases/decisions/m6497_20121212_20600_3210969_EN.pdf
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In the most recent anecdotic twist of this drama, and while we were finalizing this report Reuters reported on the 28th of
August that Ms. Kroes has apparently dropped a plan to slash wholesale roaming rates. “Kroes' latest draft plan seen by
Reuters does not mention the issue at all.” 18
This drama which started in 2012 and had many twists and turns is finally coming to end with a spectacular finale. The act
had many players but without a doubt the protagonist was Ms. Kroes.
Will she or will she not deliver a single European telecoms market by ending the roaming feast?
The proposal to end roaming by regulating wholesale access rates to competitive levels has hit a wall. If the Commission
proposes and the Parliament adopts mandatory mobile wholesale access at competitive rates for all EU28 member states
0.2cent/MB, 1cent/min and 0.4cent/SMS19 it will open pandora’s box and risk ruining the European mobile industry. The
Commission will not be able to limit the scope of the wholesale access to roaming only both on legal and technical grounds.
Mobile wholesale access at competitive rates is a pill with toxic side effects:
Zero-capital MVNO speculators: It will open the mobile data door to MVNOs with speculative business models.
Build a base at a small loss and then cash-in by selling the base back to the network operators. This causes
uncontrolled price erosion.
Cable and OTT alternative operators: It will provide investment-free European wide mobile access to cable (UPC,
etc.), OTT alternative providers (Google, Apple) and alternative WiFi ISPs. The Commission is mistaken if it is
under the impression that the wholesale cost of 3 cent a minute and 1.5 cent per MB (€36 for 200mins and 2 GB)
will protect mobile operators. Such alternative providers with home and public WiFi networks could easily direct
most smartphone generated traffic through their own fixed or WiFi networks and only use the mobile networks for
outdoor usage such minimizing their wholesale bill (e.g. steering 90% of the end consumers traffic onto their own
WiFi networks and only 10% onto the wholesale cellular access). In essence they could capture a disproportionally
high share of the current retail mobile customer base.
Effectively, the Commission would be creating an unquantifiable mobile industry revenue leakage. Revenues that would flow
by force to competing industries (fixed, cable, WiFi ISPs, OTT) would starve mobile operators from the needed capital to
invest in improving the coverage and cost efficiency (cost of capacity) of their networks. In other words such policy would
dramatically weaken the case for pure mobile only investments, consequently weakening, if not killing, the biggest risk faced
today by the owners of “convergent” and fixed/cable only European telco groups.
“If you cannot measure it, you cannot improve it – Lord Kelvin”
Rewheel believes that rather than backtracking and eating her words Ms. Kroes and the Commission could still keep their
promise to deliver a single European telecoms market and without having to resort to a heavy handed regulatory wholesale
access intervention. The Commission could introduce an EU single market tariff to serve EU’s single telecom market.
Competition in retail markets, tariff price transparency, price convergence across EU’s 28 markets and abolishing
roaming would be best served if the Commission introduced an EU single market tariff. The EU single market tariff
should be offered by all European MNOs, MVNOs, service providers and resellers. Each service provider shall be free
to decide the price for the EU single market tariff and offer as well any other tariff that it wishes. The main
attributes of an EU single market tariff should be:
Fully comparable: the allowances, terms and conditions shall be identical across EU28
Fully transparent: the simplified complete terms and conditions must be attached to the cover contract

18

http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/08/28/us-eu-telecoms-costs-idUSBRE97R12120130828

19

http://ec.europa.eu/competition/mergers/cases/decisions/m6497_20121212_20600_3210969_EN.pdf
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Fully traceable: any price changes would be easily traceable both by consumers and antitrust authorities
Accommodative of normal usage: the tariff shall include allowances that are accommodative of the evolving
normal usage habits of consumers i.e. in 2013 about 2GB of data volume (2Mbps), 200 of inclusive national,
international (EU28) or roaming (E28) minutes. The price for SMS, video calls and out of bundle data or voice
minutes shall be freely set by the retailers. Out of bundle data must be sold in buckets of 1GB and out of bundle
minutes shall carry a rate per minute. In addition to the smartphone tariff the Commission should consider two
more variants. A voice only EU single market tariff (where no data is bundled in) for feature phones and a data
only mobile broadband tariff.
Must be borderless: The data and minute inclusive allowances could be used in the home member state or when
roaming in EU28. The out of bundle rates for data and minutes and the rates for other services such as SMS shall be
the same when consumed in any of the EU28 member states.
Must have no application restrictions: the customers shall be free to fully use the 2GB data allowance or any
additional 1GB data volume purchased on any legal application they wish (e.g. VoIP, tethering, etc.) without
incurring any additional charges (fully net neutral tariffs)
SIM-only rolling post paid contract: the tariff shall not include a subsidized handset and the contract shall be a
rolling contract with one month notice
It shall be actively promoted: the EU single market tariff shall be actively promoted and become easily
discoverable by consumers both online and in the physical sales locations
The EU single market tariff, if adopted, would overnight expose non-competitive pricing practices in the affected member
states by making a key offering of all European MNOs directly comparable for consumers, regulatory and antitrust
authorities. The EU single market tariff while allowing full pricing freedom to MNOs (to reflect their cost base and
profitability targets) would provide a very strong incentive to build in the real cost of roaming. MNOs that would stick to the
current “cartel like prices” for roaming would stand out of the crowd and risk to lose domestic business to competitors.
In addition, by providing a strong incentive to ending roaming the Commission would be introducing a very powerful though
targeted tool to enforce and monitor net-neutrality simultaneously across the EU28 member states. Despite the recent
rhetoric of Ms. Kroes in the European Parliament “So I will guarantee net neutrality”20 the leaked draft proposal, while gives
the right to users “to run applications and use services of their choice”, it also opens a back door to net-big pocket interests
by allowing service providers “to agree with each other on the treatment of the related data volumes or on the transmission of
traffic with a defined quality of service”. Rewheel believes that the Commission must warrant that the European
consumers have a choice of an easily discoverable, reasonably priced, accommodative of normal usage net-neutral
mobile data service, if that is their choice. Although if they opt to purchase instead something else service providers
shall also have the right to sell them that.
In Exhibit 6 below we present some progressive roaming offers from selected MNOs in Europe to demonstrate that some
MNOs have on their own initiative introduced free roaming in selected EU countries where their group is present or EU wide
roaming where consumers could fully use their domestic allowances for a daily fee.

20

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-13-622_en.htm
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Exhibit 6: Progressive roaming offers from selected European MNOs

Progressive roaming offers from selected European MNOs
€350

Smartphone tariff basket 2GB&200mis&20SMSs consumed while roaming in EU

€1,140

T-Mobile Complete
Comfort XL SIM only &
Travel & Surf WeekPass

€300

€250
€200
Vodafone Red Talk
2GB SIM only &
EuroTraveller

€150

Hallo Europa SIM
L & 2 x Europa
1GB option
Sopiva Super
in five EU states
where
TeliaSonera is
present

€100

€50
2 GB

€0

EU retail cap 1
July 2013

EU wholesale
cap 1 July 2013

T-Mobile-DE

Fixed roaming fee
Data roaming fee
Voice & SMS roaming fee

2 GB

3 Feel Like
Home
in five EU states
where 3 is
present

2 GB

2 GB

20 GB

25 GB

Vodafone-UK

3-AT

TeliaSonera-FI

3-UK

€ 19.9

€ 15.1

€ 103.5
€ 1,080.0

€ 300.0

€ 179.4

€ 59.5

€ 20.4

€ 45.1

Domestic tariff price

€ 63.3

€ 100.0
€ 29.9

€ 29.8

Source: Rewheel EU27 mobile data cost competitiveness report May 2013, MNO web sites, Rewheel analysis

For helping the reader to gain a perspective on the price level we have also included in the chart the current EU retail and
wholesale caps for a smartphone monthly consumption of 2GB, 200 off-net minutes and 20SMSs.
For selecting the domestic tariffs and roaming add-ons, if any, we looked both for the cheapest domestic smartphone tariff
that satisfied the basket and the cheapest way for consuming the full voice, SMS and data allowance while roaming. In doing
so we assumed an opt-out from the EU regulated €50 monthly data roaming cap.
We have selected the following examples representing progressive roaming inclusive smartphone packages:
Voice, SMS and data roaming allowances are included in domestic tariffs: T-Mobile Germany Complete
Comfort high-end tariffs are inclusive of roaming minutes and data. The Complete Comfort XL with unlimited
domestic minutes and SMS and 2GB of data allowance includes 50 roaming minutes in Europe and 4 Travel & Surf
WeekPass (50MB per pass). The SIM only version of the Complete Comfort XL costs €63.3. German customers that
purchase T-Mobile “Premium Tarif” for €149.95 get unlimited minutes and SMS and 20GB of data in Germany and
as well 250 minutes, 1000 SMSs and 700MB when roaming in Europe.
Domestic allowances can be fully used while roaming in Europe for a fixed daily fee of £3: Vodafone UK
offers a roaming add-on called the “Vodafone EuroTraveller”. The add-on allows consumers to take their all their
UK minutes, texts and data (excluding extras) with them anywhere in Vodafone’s Europe zone for £3 a day. If
consumers exceed their monthly allowance while roaming they are charged at the standard UK price plan rate for
making calls, sending texts and using mobile data as if they were in the UK.
Voice and SMS roaming allowances are included in domestic tariffs: Some of Hutchison 3G Austria new tariffs
launched at 19th of August include as well European voice and SMS allowances. In addition customers can purchase
a roaming data add-on “Europa 1GB” for €50. Before launching the new tariffs Hutchison 3G Austria used to offer a
service called “3 Like Home” whereby the domestic allowances could be fully used while roaming in 5 European
countries where three was present at no extra cost. We are uncertain if this option is available by Hutchison 3G to
new customers or it has been removed.
Domestic allowances can be fully used while roaming in selected countries at no extra cost: TeliaSonera’s
Finnish customers, that are in any of the Sopiva family of postpaid smartphone tarrifs can freely use with no extra
charge their domestic voice, SMS and data allowances when they roam abroad in five European countries where
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TeliaSonera is present. TeliaSonera Finland’s free roaming offer is applicable to all postpaid smartphone tariffs
from entry level (100 minutes and 1GB for €9.90) to high-end (1,200 minutes and 20GB for €19.90). The service is
available in Sweden, Denmark, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Norway. Strangely, the service is not available in
Spain where TeliaSonera is present (Yoigo).
Domestic allowances can be fully used while roaming in selected countries at no extra cost: 3 UK customers
can freely use with no extra charge their domestic voice, SMS and data allowances when they roam abroad in five
European countries where 3 is present. The service is available in Italy, Sweden, Denmark, Austria and Ireland.
Feel At Home allows 3’s UK customers to use their UK allowances to call the UK, text the UK and use data on their
phones. If customers have Three-to-Three minutes, they are also able to use these to call someone else on 3 either
in the UK or in the same Feel At Home country they are present.
According to our knowledge Vodafone UK is one of the very few operators that has so far introduced an EU wide borderless
tariff where domestic allowances can be fully used for an additional daily fee of £3. From the terms and conditions that are
available in Vodafone’s website it is not clear if there is a maximum period for which the service can be used abroad.
What we find disturbing is that the roaming offers of Vodafone UK, 3 UK and TeliaSonera Finland are not group wide. Other
group MNOs are less inclined to end the punitive roaming charges i.e. they either use EU’s retail caps or have roaming offers
which are substantially inferior.
Is it a coincidence that the most competitive roaming offers are offered from MNOs that are based in the most
competitive, lowest price EU markets?
We do not think so.
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Disclosures
The comparative analysis carried out by Rewheel Ltd. during the third quarter of 2013, solely on its own initiative,
does not constitute an investment, legal or tax advice and is not intended in any way to give any direct or indirect
recommendations regarding current or future stock transactions that any party might undertake after reading this
report. Rewheel Ltd. and/or its affiliates, and their respective officers, directors and employees accept no liability
whatsoever for any direct, indirect or consequential loss arising from their use of this report or its content. The
authors of the report make no buy, sell or hold recommendations regarding the stock of the companies covered in
this report. Rewheel Ltd. is not a certified financial advisory and is not currently regulated by any financial
investment authority. The viewers of this report should consider this publication as only a single factor in making
business, regulatory or competition enforcement decisions.
This report does not make, imply or suggest direct or indirect claims of unlawful anti-competitive actions undertaken
from any of the mobile network operators or operator groups covered herein. The non-competitive practices that our
analyses exposed are based solely on our views on what market behaviors promote rather than demote competition.
The term non-competitive practices shall not be associated, interpreted or confused with unlawful anti-competitive
actions under national and European competition law.
The data used in this comparative analysis are based solely on public information posted on mobile network operator
websites. We believe the tariff information posted on mobile network operator web sites to be reliable but no
representation is made by us that the row data used are complete, accurate, fully representative, fully fit for purpose,
or were up to date at the time of collection. The data collection team made subjective judgments when translating,
interpreting and screening for tariff interdependencies in the mobile network operator web sites. Such subjective
interpretations and judgments of tariff conditions, Google translations and of our qualification rules were the sole
discretion of the data collection team and of the report authors. Rewheel Ltd. accepts no liability for omissions, errors
or simply for not being able to discover on the mobile network operator website a tariff with lower price that met the
qualification criteria. We welcome feedback and suggestions from mobile network operators for existing or newly
launched tariffs that meet our qualification criteria and which were not considered in our analysis. The findings,
conclusions and correlations that the authors of this comparative analysis have reached are solely attributable to
their subjective interpretations of Google translations, tariff conditions, qualification rule interpretations and mobile
network operator classification & clustering rules.
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About Rewheel
Rewheel is an independent strategic advisory specializing in data-centric transformation of mobile operators and
markets.
We are headquartered in Helsinki, Finland and our main operating footprint is Europe.
Since 2009 we have advised over 10 European mobile operators, including independent challengers as well as Tier-1
OpCos, regulators, competition authorities, a number of private equity and institutional investors and various mobiledata centric start-ups.
Since the onset of the mobile broadband centric 900, 1800 and 2100 MHz license renewal avalanche in 2011 in
Europe we have been providing strategy, spectrum valuation and auction theory advice (together with our world
class CCA/SMRA auction theorist partners) to five European spectrum authorisation processes (operator or regulator
side depending on country), including new entrants and acquisitions as well as license renewals in multi-band
(typically 800, 900, 1800, 2100 and 2600 MHz) auctions.
Our advisors’ knowledge, experience and insights cover all important aspects of successful data-centric mobile
operator business models. Our typical advisory engagements are:
Mobile-data centric operator business planning end-to-end
Mobile data pricing strategies
3G/LTE mobile infrastructure development strategy and investment planning
3G/LTE mobile infrastructure procurement strategy, network infrastructure cost structure competitiveness
benchmarking and optimisation (Rewheel is truly network vendor independent)
Spectrum acquisition strategy and NPV valuation
Industry expert advisory to policy makers, regulators and competition authorities

Contact information
For further information regarding this report or Rewheel please e-mail rewheel@rewheel.fi or call Rewheel’s
managing partner, co-author of this flash report, Antonios Drossos at +358 44 203 2339.
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